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GL Wand – Managing Database Resources 

This document sets out the options available for using the Oracle Database Resource Manager, 
to manage database resources available to GL Wand, should the need ever arise. None of the 
steps are a prerequisite to deploying GL Wand. 

Firstly, it is important to note that at the time of drafting this document none of the existing GL 
Wand customers had logged a general Oracle e-Business Suite performance degradation issue 
as a result of deploying the GL Wand. In addition, some customers have specifically monitored 
their systems during GL Wand refresh cycles and have not noticed any impact on the 
performance and available resources of their systems. This is indeed the situation that we would 
expect for the following reasons: 

 GL Wand executes only predefined SQL statements which have been tuned to work with 
the Oracle e-Business Suite table and schema structures and utilises the available 
indexes. 

 GL Wand executes the same type of SQL statements constructed in a similar way as 
those that are executed by the e-Business Suite itself. 

 Queries performed through GL Wand are accessing the data in an optimised way  

 Users performing queries in GL Wand typically results in less online queries through the 
forms and less standard and FSG reports being run. So the resources are simply being 
moved from one tool to another. 

Set out below are the options available to you in order to manage the database resources that 
are made available to GL Wand users. 

Oracle Database Resource Manager 

The main goal of the Database Resource Manager is to give the Oracle Database server more 
control over resource management decisions. The Database Resource Manager can be 
configured and administered using the Oracle-supplied DBMS_RESOURCE_MANAGER and 
DBMS_RESOURCE_MANAGER_PRIVS packages. You can more easily administer the 
Database Resource Manager through the Oracle Enterprise Manager (EM). It provides an easy to 
use graphical interface for administering the Database Resource Manager. 

For more information on configuring the Oracle Database Resource Manager see the Oracle 
Database Administration and the Oracle Enterprise Manager documentation. 

The functionality of the Oracle Database Resource Manager has been enhanced in Oracle 10G 
and therefore a slightly easier solution is available in this release. 

Oracle 10G 

With Oracle 10G you can configure the Database Resource Manager to automatically assign 
consumer groups to sessions by providing mappings between session attributes and consumer 
groups. Further, you can prioritize the mappings so as to indicate which mapping has precedence 
in case of conflicts. 

Implementing the solution: 

 Configure the Oracle Database Resource Manager specifying the required resource 
consumer groups, resource plans, resource allocation methods and resource plan 
directives to implement your resource management objectives. 

 Determine in which resource consumer group the GL Wand sessions should execute. 
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 Use the SET_CONSUMER_GROUP_MAPPING procedure to map the MODULE_NAME 
session attribute to the applicable resource consumer group. All GL Wand sessions will 
be tagged with the string “GLWAND” in the MODULE_NAME session attribute as from 
the next GL Wand release (Please request a custom server script should you need 
immediate access to  this functionality.) 

This procedure will ensure that all GL Wand initiated database sessions will execute in the 
designated resource consumer group. 

Oracle 9i 

The Database Resource Manager in Oracle 9i does not provide the ability to map session 
attributes to a resource consumer group. 

Implementing the solution: 

 Configure the Oracle Database Resource Manager specifying the required resource 
consumer groups, resource plans, resource allocation methods and resource plan 
directives to implement your resource management objectives. 

 Ensure that there is one resource consumer group called “GLWAND” in which the GL 
Wand sessions should execute. 

 Alternatively, determine in which existing resource consumer group the GL Wand 
sessions should execute. 

 Once you have identified which resource consumer group GL Wand sessions should use, 
you can obtain a custom GL Wand server script that will force all GL Wand sessions to 
execute in this identified resource consumer group. 

 A future release of GL Wand will provide a generic mechanism to specify the resource 
consumer group that should be used for GL Wand sessions. 

Conclusion 

Following the steps set out above will allow you to configure the GL Wand to have as much or as 
little available resources as you specify. 

Should you have any questions regarding this whitepaper please contact 
support@excel4apps.com. 
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